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The main sources of kraft· mill odours and atmospheric sulphur losses are

reviewed.. F.actors affecting the tormanon and reiuse of odourous compounds
at diffMent1tbtges«'1:tUif1ing·llnd·cheri1ica. recovMy'.,S diilOussed. The methods
available for controllirtg. tbe,.emissloos,(If these gase" from various sections are
described. Special emphasis is given on the control of odour gascs from the
dig,ster; J!ide.·

Atmosplilericpollution by kraft mills is by no
. means.a new;,problem, but itisbecoming increasingly
raore.impertant. These atmoliPll.eric emissions include,
ib:;additiontogaseons or edcurousccomponents, sulfu-

.rdtoxlde andparticulale emissions from recovery furn-
aces and power plants.' .The odour problem assumes
.geeaterdmportance.than the problems associated with
other emissions from the esthetic point of view it has
become a necessity to reduce the level of odourous
emissions. Especially from the .kraft mills located in
ddhselypopulatedareas. are faced with relatively un-
.diminishedlevels ofpublic annoyance : and complaints.
Such response, can be traced to' various factors includ-
ing the non-linear relationship between the odour inten-
sity and odourant concentrations, v irying dispersive

·capacityfot differentemission sources, the altered
expectations of the population and 'the ever changing
Government rules and .regulations.v-Bventually in such
cases, one is 'driven to the realisation that effective

. kraft miUodourcontrol not only requires a very high
degree of. emission red act io.n, but also virtually com-

-plete .reliability of the control measures while the
nuisance caused-by 'kraft odour is notto be under-
estimat~d,'theodour components differ favourably from
many other"air pollutants-in other respects.

Compound

H2S
CHaSH
CRa S. CHa
CHaS.S.Cl;la

0.7 - 4.7
0.8 - 2.1
1.0 - 3.9
5.0 - 6.0

TABLE- 2
•Physical properties of kraft mill odour compounds

Bolting Heat of cumbustion . Explosive concentration
r point °C K. Cal/mole range in air %

Dissociation constant
of ago solution at 100

...:.61:8 124 4.3 - 45.:5

2.2 - 9.2
39 - 21.8
Not determined

Kl=2 1 X 10-7

K2 < 10_14

K=4.3 X 10_11

.Not dissociated
Not dissociated.
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From the perusal of the data, it is evident only H2S
and CHaSH can dissociate in aqueous solution accor-
ding to equations (I) & (2)
H S x, HS- + H+ K2 S- + H+ (I)a ..= :F:

CHaSH ~ CHaS- + H+ (2)..-
The dissociation of both compounds exerts an impo-

rtant effect on vapour liquid equilibria, as Well as reacti-
vity, the anion representing the commonly reactive-
species, Methyl sulphide and and dimethyl disulphide,
do not ionise and generally less reactive' than the'
former two compounds.

SOURCES OF ODOUROUS GASES IN THE MILL
a) Pulping Section :...;

The formation of mercaptan and methyl sulphide.
';1nder kraft' pulping conditions have been carefully
studiedli'8, one oftheimportant reaction of sulphide ion

, and hydro sulphide ions (formed by the ionisation of
sodium sulphide) with the lignin macro molecule is the
demethylation of the methoxyl groups in Iignin? .. This
demethylation reaction results in the, formation of met-
.hyl mercaptan and dimethyl sulphide which can be rep"
resented by the following equation.

HS- + CHaO - Lignin~CHaSH'~ 0 --lignin (3)"

, The mercaptan formed ionizes to mercaphide which
in turn reacts with' lignin methoxyls forming methyl
SUlphide.
CH3S+CH30-Lignin ~ (CHa)aS+O- =Lignin .••(4)

Since mercaptan is an intermed rate in the formation
of methyl sulphide, the ratio of former to latter decrea-
ses continuously, but' it remains wellover one. The
mercaptan to methyl sulphide ratio depends also on the
pH of the liquor, being higher' at pH I I than 12. In a
typical cook approximately 1.2 Ib of mercaptan and 06
Ibof methyl sulphide are formed from ton of dry soft
woods

Froin hard wood species it is found that more than
twice the amont of these two compounds are formed in
com parison with soft woods

The activation energies of 'mercaptan and methyl
sulphide formation h ive been found to be 22,S and 190
K.Cal/mole respectively" and are considerably lower-that
of qelignification, which has been found to be 31 K.
Call/mole 8 These demethylation reactions of methoxyl
groups by sodium sulphide areexamples of straightfor-
ward SN2 displacements being first order with respect
to necleophile i.e, hydro' sulphide ion or sulphide ion
and to the methoxyl concentration".

Ii

Thus these organic sulfer compounds viz. methyl
mercaptan and methyl sulphide form part of the digester
relief gases and digester blow gases.

Other points of release of,odourous., ga,ses ~n·pulplog
sec lion : " .' ,
In addition to digester relief and blow gases, in the
pulping section, the otheipblnts of'oifoui' emanat-
ion are washer hood and seal tank", vents, where
because of low volatalitysome quantity of methyl
mercaptan and methyl sulphide find .their 'fay.

Release of odours In the R~,ery Section
10 multiple e6'ect evaporators ; ,
From their study of evaporation of dil ute unoxi-
dised black 'liquor from hardwoods, . Donglass and
eoworkers'", found that the emissions from this
section contained methyl mercaptan 'with concen-
trations exceeding theo Iour threshold limits' They
found that the dilute black liquor carried into
multiple effect evaporators appreciable amount of
methyl mercaptan (0.219 gms/gallon ior 438 gms/
ton of pulp), but very littledemehylsulphide.

This mercaptan was~vide"'tiystrope&" from the
liquor during the evaporation process. A partially
axidised (68%) hardwood black liquor carried into
evaporator much less residual methyl mercaptan
(0.047 gms/gallon or 103 gins/ton of pulp) and
during the evaporation of this less of methyl mer-
captans was formed.

ii) In Recovery furnace anddirect contact evaporator
formin~ part of the furnace

It has been found that the majority or possibly all
the unpleasant odour emitted from a kraft recovery
boiler is due to the direct contact .evaporator
(DCE)1l'13. Murray and Raynor-s have shown that
the emission of hydrogen sulphide at the DCE is
directly proportional to the sodium sulphide con-
tent of the black liquor. However, it is to be added
here that the DeE removes 20--30% c;>fthedust
and about 75% of the sulphurdioxide in the reco-
very furnace flue gas.
Clement and Blliots-! have also found that the
boiler operation within sufficient combustion. air
results in emission of odourous gases from reco-
very furnace.

In Table-3 are given typical reduced sulphur
concentrations from kraft mill sources and in Table-
4 typical reduced sulphur gas .emissionrates-from
kraft mill sources

b)

•

c)
. (i)

•
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...... " TABLF;-3

Typical Reduced Sulphur gas concentrations from kraft pulp mill sources-

Concentration (ppm by volume)
Emission source .

•
.Batch D~gesters

- Blow Gases
--- Relief gases

Continuous. Digester
Washer hood vent,
Washer seal tank
Evaporator hot well ,
Recovery-furnace (after -DCE)
Smeltdissolving tank

o-a.ooo
0..:....2.000

10.- 30.0. "
0- 5
0.-- 2.

600-9,000
0.-1,500
0.-'-75

0.-10.,000
10.- 5;000

.500....,...10.000.
.0.---5
10.-50.

300-3,0.0.0.
0.- 200
0-2

10.0.-45,00.0
loo-6o.,Oo.Q

1.500.-.- 7.50.0.
0-15
10.-70.0.

50.0.- 5,000
0.- 100
0.-4

10-10,000.
100-60.,000
50.0.- 3,0.00
O~3
1-:50.

50.0.- 6,000.
2 95
0.-3

From: Ref. 15

TABLE-4
Typical reduced sulphur gas emission rates from kraft pulp mill sources

Emission rate Kg. sulphur per MT of AD pulp

Emission source

Batch Digester
Blow gases
Relief gases

Digestes continuous
Washer hood vent
Washer seal tank
Evaporator hot well
Recovery furnace (after DeE)
Smelt dissolving Tank

0.-0.1
0-0..0.5
0.-0..1
0.-0..1
0-0..01

0..0.5 1 5
o.~25
0.-1

From: Ref 15.

•

CONTROL OF KRAFT ODOUR
Having .discussed the causes of odour. from kraft'

pulp mills, the attention is now turned to the review
of various.methodologies that have been adopted for
control of the emission of malodourous gases.

Digester Relief and blow g.se~treatment
A perusal of the publishedliterature on control of

the emission of malodourous gases from digester.relief
~n? b19~ gases ,show that generally two kinds of stra-
tegies.are adopted.

a) Scrubbing or treating these gases with liquor con-
taining alkali or with chlorine.

•
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0-1.0.
0-0..3

0..5-1.0.
0..0.5-1.0.

0.-0.0.1
0..0.5-0..8

0.-2
0.-0.8

0-2.5
0..0.5-0..8
0..0.5-0.5
0.0.5-0..5

0.-0.05
0..0.5-:-1.0

0.-1'
0.-0. 5

0.-1.0.
0..0.5-1.0.
0.0.5-0..4
0..0.5-0..4

0.-0..03
0. 05-1 0.

0.-0.3
0.-0..3

b) Collection and burning of these gases either in a
separate incenerator. Or in the rotary lime kiln.

Odour control througb scrubbing of digester gases':

One of the earliest references of an odour control
system based on scrubbing digester gases is provided
by the work of Thomas and coworkers, who have
described the air pollution abatement at S.D. Warren's
Kraft Pulp mill at Westrookw, In this mill a system
was developed in which digester blow gases were passed
through primary and secondary deodourising scrubbers,
utilising-the chlorine stageefHuent. As a back up weak
hypo bleach liquor was also' added to the secondary

7



unit. However, the non condensible gases (which are
responsible for odour ) from the relief gases were' burnt
in the rotary Iime.kiln.

Another well know odol11rcontrol.rsystemsbased on
scrubbing is the TLT (Troback - Lenz -Tirado} sys-
tem which was in' operation in the Pena Pobre Millin
the Mexico city17,I.

This TLT system mvotves: the condensation 6fthe
,digesrer:relief gases to-eenrove 'Condensibh~'S'and 'follo=
wed by oxidation of the inon-condenslble first with' air
and then with gaseous chlorine (Fig.)

DIGESTER
GASES

TREATED
'GASES TO
ATMOSPHERE

WHITE
WATER

a::
t::: NONCONDENSIBLES
z
w
oz
o
(..I

FIGURE 1 TL T SYSTEMOF DIGESTER GAS TREATMENT

This system was in operation at the LoretYDen~
'Porbre Kraft mill at Mexico for a considerable, period
of time and ten years experience in odour control at
this mill has been described by Tirado and Gonsalez",

In this mill gaseous chlorine was used to have
eifcient- oxidation. A, cold ohlorination i Was preferred
.il;li9tder. to minimise; -the ;-:,exp!osion risks-and also to '
have a better control on the reaction products. Their
,e1:'p~rience. further showed that .ifthe temperatu~e and/.
'or the quantity of chlorine h high enough the mixture

"burned and-explodedviolently. "

The possibility of using.adventageously the residual ~
chlorineinthe bleachliquor-was.also exploredpy~them. '
It was found by them, because of the low residual
chlorinein these effluents . it w.3s.illlpractical.er.impossi-
ble-to transfe.r .100% of the -chlorine, ,even>with acid

.etf!~ents Le.\chlorination ·effluents froml~hiph·.beca use
of its low, Pij itistpPre-easy. tl;}vapori~,chiorJne.f

8

Based 'Onthe TLT system, a 97% reduction in the
odour index has been claimed.

On account of the practical difficulties in using
. elemental chlorine, the mill carried out. a tsial for the

1 ~ -' - , . ,.

. absorption of the -mercaptan and the .otber SUlphur
compounds in white liquor, to make a-special cooking
Iiquor.Jl'eus a 'mercaptan tower' wasput up bythem.
Cotnmereia! trials were run during a-control period of
37 Qays maintaining a con'ventio~al suHidity .of 23 0%
and db ring.two independent itest periods of 39 and 27
days, :Quririgwhich odourous gases from digesters Were
scrubbed in\v:hite liquor. A:67%-reduction irrthe odour
index-was observed and the strength .charasterstics of
the pulpalso showed some ,improvement.

•

British Columbia Research Council has advocated
the disposal of non.condensibles by passing them
through co-current oxidation tower». The..method has
beeri~d'OPted with modifications elsewhere such as

.Morrum MilI20•

Ruus'" has pointed out the high chlorine demand
for the oxidation of the sulphur 'compounds (from 2 to
9 kgsof chlorine per kg of the compound) and the
consequent high costs. It would alsobe, pertinent at
this point to refer to the work of Kappaiand Adams2l&
who. have studied the gas phase chlorination of kraft·
pulp m illgases, came to the. conclusion that gas-phase
chlorination' Of gases.fcom kraft pul p .mills (under safe
operating conditions) appears to be of limited value as
a means of odour reduction. The chlorine oxidised the
methyl mercaptan in the gases to dimethyl disulphide
but (lid not change the concentration of hydrogen
sulphide or dimethyl sulphide.

'T~king congnizance of the fact that both hydrogen
SUlphide and methyl mercaptan are weak acids, a pr'O-
cess was developed by E. T. Venemarkse, which was
assigned'toM6Och Domsgo A.B.,Sweden.:This·· com-
prises atomising an aqueous alkali solution into a stream
of the vapours containing the volatile acidic compounds,
likehydrogen sulphide and methyl mercaptan in a
volume-ratlo of alkali solutionto vapour ofabout 0.15
to l liter per Cubic meter at a rate Of~t least 5 meters
per second at an alkali solution loadof 'at'least 250
liters' per minute persquare meterrto forma final -alkali
solution having a.p+lof.atIeast 8~

•



,Thereis also another reference in Iiteratur i.e, alka-
line liquor scrubbers of these digester gases24• Itdescri-
bes the design of a.packed bed scrubber for non-con-
densible gases .bandling system. The liquied solution
employed for scrubbing is either, caustic soda or white
liquor for return to the chemical make up system or
water (or subsequent discharge info effluents, A typical
scrubber system' is given in Fig 2

FIGURE 2 PACKED BED SCRUBBER FOR NON CONDENSABLE GAS
HANDLING SYSTEM

•

•

Av~~y, recent repQit26 describes a stand by wet
scrubbingsystem for c9ntr~lJing the. odours from diges-
ter relief and blowgases. This system has been installed
and operatedlJ,t1>qIlltar'sCornwaJI miII at Canada.
Sodium hypochlorite has been used as the' scrubbing
media. To prevent catalysed decomposition of hypo by
metals such as iron, nickel, manganese non-metallic
construction .maetrials w~re used throughout the system.
The scrubber structure, and the various valve and pump
components in.contact with the scrubbing liquor were
made from glass fibre reinforced plastic, liquor supply
andrecirculation lines were made up of PVC.

There has also been an interesting report by Teder
, andTosmundwwhohave shownthat methyl mercaptan

can be' removed with- P61ysul'phideor poly theonate.
j !' \ \ \ ",-i:

•
Odour control by burning of non-condeasiblemalodourous

, ·gases

As it is e~ident from the foregoing description that
for odour control scrubbing of non-condensible gases is

\ feasible but 'not very effective:

The best way was found to, be the, burning the
odorous gases in an incinerator in a lime kiln.

nNTA V'o1:Z4~~No.3.(Suppf.rS*J)t. {'987

The digester and evaporator non condensible gases
have relatively low volume flow rate and high malodo-
urous sulphur compound concentrations, The gas floW
rates for these individual process, streams are subject to
wide variations among the individual mills. depending
on the production rate, process operating variables and
degree of condensation in heat recovery systems

The design and operation of system for thermal
oxidation of the noncondensible gases (i.e.) combustion
of these gases requires measures to prevent explosions.
Therefore, a flow equalisation system becomes a nece-
ssity before the gases are taken to combustion. Four
important factors which must be given utmost considera-
tion while designing the combustion system are -

l. Variations in gas flow rate

2. Passage of entrained moisture droplets in the burning
device

3. Flamability limits of odour causing compounds

4. Flame propogation speeds as compared to' gas flow
velocities in piping.

The flammability limits in air for compounds Pre-
sent in kraft noncondensable gas stream,are given in
Table-5

TABLE-5
Flammability .limits of compounds present in non-
condensable gas from digesters

Compound
Flammability limits concen-
tration percentage by volume

Lower UpPt:1
4.3 45.0
3.9 21.8
2.2 19.7

From : Ref, 27

Therefore these gases will have to be diluted with
air before inceneration to avoid the risk of explosion.
The dilution requirements are given in Table-6

TABLE-6
Dilution requirements with air for digester noncon-
densable gas streams

Gas stream Volume of dilution reqd,
air/gas ratio

Relief only
Relief and blow

5011
20fl

, From' : Ref. 28

The gas velocities in the noncondensable gas piping
and the primary air inlet must be greater than any flame

9~



propagation speed to prevent damages to process units
.. from possible explosions. Maintenance gas velocities of

atleast Imet./sec. (3 feet/sec) at all times and the use of
flame arrester degices in the non-condensable gas line
should minimise the danger of explosions from excessive
flame speeds.

The flame propagation speeds for air-mercaptan

mixtures are given in Table- 7

TABLE-7
Flamepropagation speeds for Air-mercaptan
mixtures

Mercaptan
concentrations
% by volume

Flame velocity
Met/sec ft/sec.

18.0
22.8
23.1
23.7
25.5
25.7

0.55
0.46
0.40
0.37
0.18
0.15

1.8
1.5.
l.3
1.2
06
0.5

From Ref. 15

Vapour cODdensation

The primary purpose of condensers in the digester
and evaporator gas handling systems is the heat recovery
from the gas stream by water vapour condensation.

The condenser system also removes a portion of the
organic vapours such as terpenes which can cause exp-
losion.

Flow equalisation

Two major devices are employed for non-condensable
flow equalisation are -

1. Vapor sphere
2. Floating cover gas holder.

In essence, the vaporsphere is a spherical device
with flexible fabric diaphragm attached around the
epicentre of th~ sphere and the diaphragm consists of an
Mylar film sandwitched between two layers of cotton
convas, The system also contains a counter weigh
connected to the diaphragm which moves up and down
as the gas flow in and out of the vapor sphere. The

. diaphragm is weighted to provide a slight positive pre-

10

ssure on the system at all times. Automatic flow cont-
rols on the system are used to prevent the damage of
the diaphragm and excessive air leakage. A pressure and
vaccum relief system prevents damage to the diaphragm.
The condenser section and all associated piping to the
vaporsphere must be sealed to prevent the possibily of
air-leakage and potential explosive mixtures from for-
ming. Also the inlet and outlet gas streams must be
vented separately for the full flow equalisation effect to
obtained from the vaporsphere.

The full details of the system are given in the review
by Blosser and Coppers". De Haas and Harsens? and
Colemant" also provide further details of the working of
the system.

The details of the other system which is not so
widely prevalent is given the comprehensive report pre-
pared Ekono inc for Environmental Protection
Agency",

Design of a piping system for a noncondensable gas
handling system requires a consideration of such items
as materials of construction, explosion hazard safety and
gas flow pressure drops.

Non-condensa.Je gas handling systems are nor-
mally constructed in mild steel, but 304 and 316 SS has
been used in some applications to inhibit corrosion
constructing noncondensable gas piping systing to obt-
ain a minimum velocity of I meter/sec (_ ft {sec)is usually
necessary to minimise the likelyhood of flame propaga-
tion through the pipe. High velocities also result in
increased pressure drops through the piping, particu-
larly for lines longer than 30 meters ( 100 feet). An
auxiliary fan or a large diameter pipe should be installed
to minimise the pressure drop across the system and to
allow use of the inlet draft of combustion air systems.

safety Considerations :

t. Condensate traps to remove water are placed at
low points in the piping system at intervals of
approximately 15 meters and just upstream of the
air inlet.

2. Flame arrestors of the leaf or grid type are com-
monly added to the non condensable gas line to
prevent the passage of any flame fronts to the pro-
cess units. It is normally to the gas line immediately
upstream at the point of introduction to the pri-
mary air ducts.

,

••
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3. Two features are added to provide emergency
venting of excess gas pressure during possible
explosions. Rupture discs are added to the gas lines
at approximately 30 meter intervals. These devices
have diaphragm discs set to explode at certain
bursting pressures.

4 Tocore up with power failures an emergency vent
release is normally placed in the gas line connected
to the flame out control for the combustion
device.

Ayers etal31 have described now these malodourous
gases have been collected .and incenerated in the
Mead Paper Mill at Escanaba at Michigan, U.S A.

The application of retrofit kraft odour control
technology in S.D. Warren & Co, Michigan,
where the malodourous gases were collected and
burnt in coalfired boilers has been described by
Porrit3:1.

The experiences in the running of the plant for the
thermal oxidation of kraft pulping emissions in the
Ticonderoga Mill of International Paper Company
have been narrated by Connery",

Control of odour emnating. from Recovery Section :

In the earlier part of the review it had been pointed
out that when dilute weak black liquor carried into
the recovery system significant quantities of dissolved
methyl mercaptan which wJs stripped from that liquor
during evaporation. Further, the residual sodium sul-
phide found in the liquor gave rise to the formation
of hydrogen sulphide when it came into contact with
carbondioxide of the flue gas in the direct contact
evaporator of the recovery furnace.

Thus any process which would convert these two
compounds should result in reduction of the evolution
of these gases in recovery section.

•

••
The. black liquor oxidation represents one of the

most successful strategies that have been adopted for
stabilising such labile sulphur compounds in the black
liquor. This in essense, involves, the oxidation of
sodium sulphide in the black liquor to sodium thiosul-
phate, methyl mercaptan into less volatile dimethyl
disulphide.

A lot of literature has been published on black
liquor oxidation, and it would not be possible to discuss
IPPTAVol 24 No.3 (Suppl.) S.pt. 1987

all the important aspects of this most useful strategy for
odour control in Recovery Section in this review.

Comprehensive reviews on black liquor oxidation
both weak black liquor oxidation as well as heavy or
concentrated black liquor oxidation have been prepared
by Blosser and Cooper34,3D•

Normally the concentrated black liquor oxidation
is suggested for mills using highly resinous wood beca-
use of the weak black liquor of these raw-materials will
result in excessive foaming. In heavy black liquor oxi-
dation 3 to 5 times the stoichiometric amount of air is
provided for' oxidation; retention time of 120 minutes
to 150 minutes is given.

However, there are also certain inherent drawbacks
of the black liquor oxidation system for controlling
odour which are as follows:

a) Methyl sulphide remain volatile and odourous.

b) There is a loss of heating value from these oxida-
tions and from the heating of air that comes for
oxidation.

c) The effluent air poses problems of foaming and diffi-
culty with odours of volatile sulphur components it
contains.

d) Sulphur or polysulphide may form through the
partial oxidation, later reverting to liydrosulphide
ion.

Attempts have been made to overcome the prob-
lems of foaming and malodourous exit air by using pure
oxygen81• Oxygen consumption was high resulting in
bad economies, and further the pulp strength was red-
uced when oxygen was added prior to blowing.

An existing mill has these options, but in a new
mill certain steps can be taken in the initial stages itself
so that these problems are eliminated by suitable design.
The chalJanges have been taken up and machinery
manufacturers, both Babcock and Wilcox as well Com-
bustion Engineering have comeout designs of low
odour recovery boilers. Basically in the revised design
the direct contact evaporator, cyclone evaporator in the
case of Babcock and Wilcox design or cascadeevapo-
rator in the case of the Combustion Engineering design
is eliminated by replacing the DCE with additional
multiple efi"ect.evaI:'Qratorcapacity.
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The operating experiences with a ·'Iow odour"
combustion engineering recovery furnace-isdescribed by
LO Cicero and Sjoeseths".

Gommiw hall also reviewed a number of low odour
systems for kraft mill recovery units based on combus-
tion engineering design.

Clement and Elliot in their paper have given details
of 'Low odour' recovery furnace based on Babcock and
Wilcox design",

Essentially these 'Low odour' recovery boilers
were designed for unoxidised black liquors. In this
connection it would. be pertinent: ..to refer to the work of
Walther and Amberg12,13who found that if the black
liquor feed to cyclone evaporator were oxidised to a
sodium sulphide concentration of 03 gpl or less then
.the TRS emissions from-the bo-iler compared favourably
to that of TRS emissions from 'low odour' recovery
boiler i.e. with cyclone evaporator. Further they found
that actually the direct contact cyclone evaporatorcan
remove 75% of the sulphur dioxide emissions and about
'15-10% of'the' p'a.rt'lculate matter. .Processing of 6xi-
, dised blackliquorthl'ough a c(}n~entional recovery
liquor will therefore, have twofold advantages,

(a) There is a considerable reductio~ i~ the TRS lev~ls
In the emissions.

(b) the DCE which is present does not '.generate ~ny
h)'dtbg~ri sulphide' and at the .sarne.time act~'~s
scrubber for sulphurdioxide and particulate matter.
The same has been indicated by Murray as well'".

A similar strategy has been advocated by Sernkew
also. He suggests that for control of TRSas well. as
:particulates from the recovery boiler fluegases, it would
be better to have.black .liquor oxidation, followed by
combustion in a recovery boiler having direct contact
evaporator. The oxidation reduces the concentration of
labile sulphur compounds thereby rninimisi~-g,its.forma-
tion in DCE, while the DCE acts asia scurubber for
.particulates (about 20-25% is remO;ved)~ndsulphur

, dioxide (70-75% is removed). This would bring down
the capacity requirements of ElectrostaticPreelpitator as

,.well as more life due to less corrosion on account of
lesser sulphur dioxide concentration in the flue gases.

There have also been references in literature42,43

where the gases coming, out of the electrostatic precipi-
tator,attached to the recovery furnace., pass through a

12

scrubber, where both particulates as weIl TRS emissions
are reduced. A well known scrubber of that type is
Flakt-MoDo Scrubber which is in operation in a
number of mills.

Finally to conclude, it is to be stated that this
article is only a brief one, where only important major
contributions in this important field have been revie-
weds-To adopt some of these ..techniques outlined above

. it is necessary some modifications, w,illbaveto be made
to suit the local requirements, after detailed study of the
emission levels from various sources.

•
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